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After he thought about it, he should be the one.

The other Sacred Saints had seen his strength, so they would not dare offend David.

Only a person like Sid who valued righteousness more than his own life would do this.

The purpose was to motivate the hearts of young people in Star Kingdom so that they would continue to train hard.

Then, they could have more strength when facing the Feather family's attack in 300 years.

What could David do to this person who puts his own life and death aside so he could maintain the stability of Star Kingdom?

To be honest, even if David could not do that, he still admired such a person.

After he thought about it, he decided not to see Sid in case he asked David to show his face and make a speech to motivate the

young people of Star Kingdom.

Should he accept or refuse then?

It would not be good no matter which he chose.

He would just be shooting himself in the foot.

"Nova, apart from this, is there anything else? Are all the major forces in Star Kingdom still in harmony? Did Zenon

make trouble?" David stopped wasting time on the matter of his fame and continued to ask about another topic.

"David, don't worry, how will the forces dare to mess around now? All major forces are trying to deal with the catastrophe three

hundred years later. Once we can't fight against the Feather family, the entire Star Kingdom will be destroyed. No one will be

safe if that happens. Who still has the mind to play dirty tricks? If they dare to do so, they will become the public enemy of the

entire Star Kingdom. No one will dare to risk getting hated on at this time."

"Exactly!" David nodded in agreement.

"David, you can stay in seclusion with peace of mind in the future! Although everyone is working hard to make preparations, at

the end of the day, it will be up to you when the Feather family arrives. If you can’t fight back, then we will be completely

hopeless." Nova said solemnly.

"Understood! Nova, then I'll go first. I want to go see Celia and the others before continuing my progress. I can't disappoint them,

can I?"

David stood up and said goodbye to Nova.

"Okay! I won't interrupt your reunion then, David. Don't worry, after you go into seclusion, Elder Red and I will teach them well

and make sure they get into Eternal Realm."

Nova wanted to follow but she knew that it was inappropriate for her to do so.

Aside from Celia and Selena, who were David's lovers from his hometown, even Elder Red had an ambiguous

relationship with David.

If Nova followed, she would be an outsider.

"Thank you, Nova!"

David did not explain. Just let her misunderstand! It was not the first time someone misunderstood his relationship with Selena

and the women.

After leaving Nova, he went to where Celia and others lived.

When the women, who were training hard, saw David arrive suddenly, they were delighted.

They all stopped training and surrounded David to ask all kinds of questions.

David also smiled and chatted with everyone.

Seeing the women's strength improving by leaps and bounds, his heart was also relieved.

David's requirements were not high, he only hoped that everyone could reach Eternal Realm and at least had a lifespan of one

epoch.

He thought he could be intimate with Celia, but he had no chance at all since everyone was looking at him.

After chatting for a while and explaining the situation to everyone, he left while the women looked at him reluctantly.

They were all very sensible.

They knew David had a huge responsibility.

So, although they were reluctant for him to leave, they could not become a burden to him.
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